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Our gr8 scripts are written with you the website owner in mind. We strive to keep our scripts as simple and easy to use, while still accomplishing the original purpose of the script itself. All of our scripts are commented through-out for easy editing to make your own design. We also offer support on our discord channel if you find yourself needing a hand.
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GR8 Faucet

A secure cryptocurrency faucet script. Instantly pays to Cryptoo, FaucetFly, FaucetPay.
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GR8 Faucet Lite

A lite version of the GR8 Faucet Script, still secure and supports same MicroWallets. Has less options and security compared to paid version
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GR8 Faucetlist

Generate referral earnings with our faucetlist script which allows you to pull list from all the major MicroWallets including FaucetPay.
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Faucet Homepage

This simple faucet homepage will allow your users to see all your faucets in a neat and organzed fashion.
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GR8 Crypto Converter

Instantly convert over 1500 currencies using CoinMarkcap.com rates. Easily monetized or use for quick calculations.
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GR8 Bitcoin Calculator

Calculate Bitcoin value in over 20 Fiat Currencies base on BlockChain.info. Optional processing fee.
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GR8 Password Generator

Instantly create 12 secure passwords up to 2048 characters long. Use multiple variable to increase security.
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MicroWallets


Cryptoo
FaucetFly
FaucetPay




Tools


Proxy Check
Shortener API Link Test
Random Twitter Follower Picker




About GR8 Scripts

Turnkey website scripts for generating a semi-passive and/or passive income.
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Make a donation






Help us continue bringing you GR8 products by making a donation using one of the options below.
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